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1. Introduction 
Kamula is a Papuan language spoken in Western Province, Papua New Guinea. Wurm (1981) classifies 
Kamula as a family level isolate of the Central and South New Guinea stock and superstock of the Trans 
New Guinea Phylum. Shaw (1986) proposes that Kamula be placed in the Bosavi family and in the 
Bosavi Watershed subfamily. Lexically and grammatically, our investigations to date show very few 
similarities with the Bosavi family languages and so Wurm's classification is possibly more accurate. 

There are approximately 700 speakers of Kamula divided between 3 villages in Western Province. The 
main village of Keseki, at Wawoi Falls, is a day's walk away from Samokopa and a 7 day walk away 
from Wasapea, situated 90 km to the south. Despite the distances between the villages, there are no 
dialect differences.  

There is very little written on Kamula. Shaw (1986) includes a word list in his article on the Bosavi 
Language Family. Murray and Joan Rule (1990) have produced a short summary of Kamula phonology 
and grammar in two unpublished papers. 

1.1 List of Abbreviations 

 
ABL ablative NEG negative 
ASP aspect NOM nominaliser 
DEF definite PL plural 
FP far past SER serial 
FUT future 1SG 1st person singular 
IMMED.PAST immediate past SP.SEQ span sequence 
LOC locative   

1.2 Conventions 
/data/ phonemic data 
[data] phonetic data 
<data> orthographic data 
 

1.3 Location of the 
Language Group 

Kamula
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2. Phonology 
The charts in 2.1 and 2.2 summarise our analysis. 

2.1 Consonant Phonemes 

Phonemes on the left side of the cells are voiceless and phonemes on the right are voiced. 
 Bilabial Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 

Plosive • • ••  •  • •  

Nasal  •    •    

Fricative   •   • 

Approximant  •    •   

Lateral approximant    •    

 

2.2 Vowel Phonemes 
 Front Central Back 

Close •  • 

Close-mid •  • 

Open-mid •  • 

Open  •  
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3. Orthography 

3.1 Existing Orthography 

Early attempts at writing the Kamula language have been heavily influenced by the orthographies of 
English and Gogodala. (The Gogodala are a large, educated language group situated 100km south from 
Keseki, along the Aramea river. For the past 15 years, the Gogodalas have been the pastors, school 
teachers and health workers among the Kamula people.) 

In 1990 Murray and Joan Rule of the Asia Pacific Christian Mission (APCM) visited Keseki for two 
weeks. During that time they did a preliminary analysis of the grammar and the phonology of the Kamula 
language. They devised an alphabet and taught a handful of literates to use it. They also encouraged a 
team of two Kamula speaking pastors and two grade 10 graduates to start working on the translation of 
the New Testament. This team translated roughly two chapters of NT narrative material prior to our 
arrival. 

The charts below show the orthography suggested by the Rules. Also in the same charts the Gogodala 
graphemes are shown. 
 

 Consonant 
phoneme 

Kamula 
grapheme 

Gogodala 
grapheme 

 Vowel 
phoneme 

Kamula 
grapheme 

Gogodala 
grapheme 

 p p p  • • • 
 b b b  • • • 
 m m m  • •• •• 
 w w w  • • • 
 f f -  • • • 
 t t t  • • • 
 d d d  • •• - 
 n n n     
 s s s    
 l l l     
 r r -     
 j y y     
 k k k     
 g g g     
 h h -     
        

The Rules also suggested that all nasal vowels be marked and that stress and tone be marked on some 
words. 

3.1.1 Problems with the existing orthography 

When we arrived in Keseki in 1991 we found that one primer had been published in the Kamula 
language. The orthography system used in that primer seemed to be a mixture of English, Gogodala and 
the Rules' orthographies. The two grade 10 graduates had done a literacy course in Balimo, written the 
primer and were ready to start adult literacy classes. This primer, other written material by literates (eg 
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first attempts at translation), our own phonological analysis and further testing revealed problems in the 
existing orthography. These include the following: 

p - f 
We saw a lot of inconsistency and confusion in using both <p> & <f> in the early efforts of writing 
Kamula. This had obviously carried over from the English orthography. According to our analysis the 
contoids [p] and [• ] did not belong to separate phonemes, but were in free variation. 

l - r 
Both <l> and <r> were being used in writing Kamula. However, our analysis showed that these contoids 
did not belong to separate phonemes. Rather, they were in free variation intervocalically, and in 
conditioned variation in other environments. 

o - o: 
Along with the Rules, our analysis showed that /o/ and /• / were separate phonemes. However, we saw no 
evidence that the literates were using the grapheme <o:> (as suggested by the Rules for the open-mid 
back vowel /•/). It was therefore necessary to establish whether the omission of this grapheme was a 
viable option or not. 

e - a: 
We noticed great inconsistency in using the graphemes <e> and <a:>. Those literates who were more 
influenced by English tended to overuse <e> and underuse (or completely omit) <a:>. Those influenced 
by the Gogodala tended to do the opposite. Our phonological analysis showed that they were different 
phonemes and therefore it was necessary for some resolution to be reached on this issue. 

Nasalisation 
Although the Rules had taught the literates to mark nasalisation on vowels, we realised that in the early 
translation drafts and in any other attempts to write Kamula, nasalisation was never marked. Our analysis 
found no minimal pairs between nasal and oral counterparts, but yet could not establish any clear 
conditioning for nasalisation. The question to be addressed was whether it was necessary to mark 
nasalisation or not. 

3.1.2 Solutions 

p - f,  l - r 
The solutions for these problems were quite simple. In both cases, two graphemes were being used to 
represent one phoneme. Because Gogodala does not have either <f> or <r>, the consensus of opinion was 
to omit them from the Kamula orthography, and use <p> and <l> only. 

o - o: 
This was an interesting problem. On a number of occasions we did various tests with literates involving 
the use of these two graphemes. It was apparent that people had great trouble with most words in 
deciding whether to use <o> or <o:>. In many words it was unclear whether [o] or [• ] is used, and we 
concluded that often it was neither, but something in the middle. It also became clear that people were 
very unwilling to introduce a new graphem which neither English nor Gogodala has. The decision 
therefore, was to continue to underdifferentiate, and omit the use of <o:>. All materials we have 
produced have only used <o> to represent both /o/ and /•/. This does not seem to cause any problems for 
readers. 
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More recently, a decision has been made to use the combination of <ao> in a handful of words, where the 
sound [• ] is obvious. This suggestion originated from our co-translators, who strongly dislike the 
grapheme <o:>, but felt that in these few cases, it was necessary to differentiate.  

We feel that the issue has still not been resolved completely satisfactorily. However, the general 
community opinion remains, that it is not necessary to differentiate, and this seems to be supported by 
our observations of how people read and write. 

e - a: 
The need for using both these graphemes was freely acknowledged by the literates and so we realized 
that the issue was not whether both should be included in the orthography or not. Rather, the 
inconsistencies in their use were caused by inexperience in writing the vernacular (combined with the 
influences of either English or Gogodala). 

Nasalisation 
Due to the lack of evidence for the need to mark nasalisation, it was decided not to mark it in the 
orthography. From our observations, this has not caused a problem for readers. 

3.2 Orthography Developed by Us 

Considering the above, the following orthography was put into practice as from 1992. Apart from <ao>, 
there have been no changes made to this inventory since then. 
 

 Consonant 
phoneme 

Kamula 
grapheme 

 Vowel 
phoneme 

Kamula 
grapheme 

 p p  • • 
 b b  • • 
 m m  • •• 
 w w  • • 
 t t  • • 
 d d  • • 
 n n  • • 
 s s   (•• ) 
 l l   
 j y    
 k k    
 g g    
 h h    

 

Some further issues concerning the orthography are dealt with below. 

3.2.1 Stress and Tone 

As the Rules suggested, stress and tone needed to be marked on some words. Example 1 shows a minimal 
pair for stress. 

1) /awa/ [••••• ] <a• wa> 'younger sister's child' 
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/awa/ [••••• ] <awa> 'grand mother/grand child' 

There are a handful of other similar pairs of words, where the only difference is stress. These words are 
always two syllable words. As stress is generally on the penultimate syllable, we suggested that with 
such minimal pairs, stress need only be marked on a word which has stress on the final syllable (as 
otherwise readers would automatically read the word with penultimate stress.) 

Example 2 shows a minimal pair for tone. 

2) /ju/ [••••  <yu> 'talk, word, sound, noise' 
/ju/ [••• ] <••• > 'water' 

This is probably the only example where tone needs to be marked, as, with this pair of words, it is 
sometimes impossible to tell from the context which meaning is intended. We do not mark tone on the 
other minimal pairs, as the correct meaning (and pronunciation) can always be deduced from the context. 

3.2.2 Consonant Clusters 

One ongoing problem with the orthography concerns the phonetic consonant clusters. This feature is 
dealt with in detail in Kamula Phonology Essentials (Routamaa, 1995). In brief, the problem is as 
follows: Kamula is a CV language and so does not have phonemic consonant clusters. However, in 
normal speech, vowels become extra short in certain environments, resulting in phonetic consonant 
clusters. Some literates prefer to write the extra short vowels, while other literates prefer to write the 
clusters.  

This issue has been discussed on several occasions and conventions agreed on. However, there is still 
quite a degree of inconsistency in how the literates choose to write these phonetic consonant clusters. We 
have produced literature favouring both the inclusion and the deletion of the extra short vowels. From 
our observations, it appeared that both systems were readable. Our suggestion initially had been to write 
the clusters, but it became evident that the preference of the majority of literates was to break the clusters 
(apart from <tl>, <dl>, <mC>  and <pC> (C=consonant)) and insert vowels. Increasingly, therefore, we 
have followed this preference.  

3.2.3 Vowel Clusters 

Kamula has several vowel clusters. In sequences where the two vowels are of equal height or the second 
vowel is higher than the first, the two vowels belong to the same syllable and are written as a vowel 
cluster.  

However in sequences where the second vowel is lower than the first, the two vowels belong to different 
syllables. Initially our tendency was to write these sequences also as clusters, but it became apparent that 
people preferred to break them with <w> and <y> (as does Gogodala). As a result of this observation, we 
have increasingly broken clusters (where the vowels belong to different syllables) in the materials we 
have produced.  

One notable exception is with some verbs, where the only way of differentiating in the orthography 
between the immediate past and far past forms is by writing the cluster or breaking it.  

3) /pua/ [• u• ] <pua> 'come, IMMED.PAST' 
/puwa/ [••••• ] <puwa> 'come, FP' 
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When a prefix is attached to a word which has an initial vowel, a vowel cluster is formed. A decision has 
been made to separate these clusters by a hyphen, rather than breaking them with a semivowel or by 
writing them as a cluster. 

4) /poopolami/ [•• • ••••••• <po-oplami> 'not a man' 
/moumana/ [•• • ••••••  <mo-umana> 'already touched' 
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4. Morphophonemics 
The three types of morphophonemic processes are dealt with in detail in Kamula Phonology Essentials 
(Routamaa, 1995). In this paper we illustrate how these morphophonemic processes affect the 
orthography. 

4.1 Right to Left Process 

This is a process whereby the vowel quality in the following morpheme influences the vowel in the 
preceding morpheme. This process concerns the completive aspect morpheme /ma-/ 'ASP', the negation 
morpheme /po-/ 'NEG', and the far past tense morpheme /-wa/ 'FP'. After observation of how literates 
choose to write words containing these morphemes, and some discussion, it seems to be a preference for 
such words to be written according to the phonetic form and not the underlying phonemic form.  

5) /magu/ [mo• gu:] <mogu> 'already finished' 
/mahimina [mihimina] <mihimina 'already put' 
/maha/ [ma• ha:] <maha> 'already got' 
/poelana/ [pe• elana] <pe-elana> 'has not slept' 
/poh• na/ [pæ• hæ:na] <pa:ha:na> 'has not cooked' 
/amawa/ [amua] <amuwa> 'cried' 
/solewa/ [•• s• :• ua] <soluwa> 'paddled 

4.2 Left to Right Process 

This a process whereby the preceding vowel influences the vowel in the following morpheme. This 
process concerns the future morpheme -lo- 'FUT'. As in the right to left process (except for the personal 
pronoun), the orthography reflects the phonetic form and not the underlying phonemic form. 

6) /puloejo/ [puluejo] <puluweyo> '(he) might come' 
/hamilope/ [hamilipe] <hamilipe> '(he) will definitely give' 

4.3 Deletion Process 

In speech, if two /l/'s are separated by a vowel across a morpheme boundary, the vowel becomes extra 
short, and the two [l] sounds form a [r] sound. It has been decided that the extra short vowel is not 
written, while the [r] sound is represented by two l's. This process commonly occurs in nominalisation 
constructions: (-lalo 'NOM', -le 'NOM') 

7) /elalalo/ [e• ra:lo] <ellalo> 'bed' 
/wotialele/ [woti• a:re] <wotiyalle> 'pain' 

It also occurs in future forms of verbs which have stem final /l/ plus vowel followed by the future 
morpheme -lo- FUT. 

8) /pumululoepo/ [pumuruepo] <pumulluwepo> 'they will come' 
/wotialelope/ [woti• a:repe] <wotiyallepe> 'will definitely hurt' 
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/soleloama/ [• so:roama] <sollowama> 'will paddle' 
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5. Word Divisions 
There are several areas where decisions had to be made regarding where and how to break words. These 
decisions have been reached through observing how the people choose to write, discussions with our 
language helpers, and discussions with the community in general. It seems that a concensus of opinion 
has now been reached and the most recent literature we have produced has followed the rules below. 

5.1 Verbs 

Kamula has certain verb phrases, where 2 verbs follow each other. (See Kamula Grammar Essentials, 
1994, 4.2.3 Serial VP (types 1 and 2) and 6.3.1 Purpose).Our initial tendency was to write these verbs 
separately. Our thinking behind this was to make reading easier. Below we describe the different 
orthographic rules which have been applied to these different kinds of Serial Verb phrases. 

5.1.1 Serial Verb Phrase (type 1) 

In this type of verb phrase, the first verb carries the obligatory suffix -la 'SER'. The second verb is 
generally a verb of motion or residence. This kind of verb phrase encodes the notion of 'come/go and do 
something.' Our suggestion of writing the two verbs separately has been accepted and is in use by the 
literates and in the literature produced. 

9) /natila/ + /hetane/ <natila hetane>  'go up and see' 

5.1.2 Serial Verb Phrase (type 2) 

In this type of verb phrase, the first verb carries the suffix -me 'SP.SEQ'. The second verb is a verb of 
motion or residence. This verb phrase indicates the position or direction of the action and also makes the 
action a continuous one. As with Serial Verb phrase type 1, our initial suggestion was to write these 
verbs separately. However, it seemed that the people perceived these words as one whole, rather than two 
separate ideas. Breaking the words seemed to hinder reading for understanding, rather than helping it. 
Thus the convention is to write this type of verb phrase as one word. (In speech, the final -e of the first 
verb is deleted, and the orthography reflects this). 

10) /hijeleme/ + /halaijo/ <hiyelemhalaiyo> '(he) was screaming' 
  scream         stood 

 /kukulume/ + /tama/ <kukulumtama> '(he) is running' 
  run                goes 

5.1.3 Purpose/Intention Constructions 

In order to encode the notion of 'in order to' or 'about to do something' a series of two verbs is used. The 
first verb is the main verb and the second verb is a form of dema 'do/make'. Again, our suggestion was to 
write these 2 verbs separately. This suggestion has been followed when dema takes the form depo or 
depame. 

11) /atelopo depo/ <atlepo depo> 'in order to say' 
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/pulopo depame/ <pulupo depame>  'in order to come' 

However, when dema takes the form of deme, we have noticed a strong preference among the literates to 
write deme together with the preceding verb. We are not quite sure of the reasoning behind this, although 
when deme occurs, the preceding verb is affixed differently (ie. the infinitive form, which can be further 
affixed) from when depo and depame are used. The verb form used when depo and dapame are present 
cannot be further affixed. In other words, it could be that the people perceive deme as an affix, and depo 
and depame as words in their own right (although, of course, the underlying grammatical function is the 
same). We have followed the preference of the people in this matter, and so the orthographic rule is to 
write deme together with the preceding verb. 

12) /deloe/ + /deme/ <dlowedeme> 'in order to eat' 

5.2 Possessive pronouns 

Possessive pronouns are generally written as separate words. However, with certain kinterms, the 
possessive pronoun becomes a bound morpheme. This happens when the kinterm has a vowel word 
initially. The decision made was to write these bound morphemes together with the noun. 

13) /j• / + /oti/ → /joti/ <yoti> 'his/her daughter' 
/n• / + /• la/ → /n• la/ <na:la> 'my younger sister' 

5.3 Locative Phrases 

Locative phrases generally consist of a noun phase and/or nominal followed by an obligatory 
postposition dla 'LOC' or tle 'ABL'. (see Kamula Grammar Essentials 4.4.1 Locative Phrase (type 1) for 
more details). Initially there was some discussion as to whether the postposition should be written 
separately or together with the previous word, particularly if the previous word was a nominal. However, 
the consensus of opinion is that the postposition should always be written as a separate word. 

14) /aja tele/ <aya tle> 'from the house' 
/dali di dala/ <dali di dla> 'on top of the tree' 
/duka dala/ <duka dla> 'in the middle' 

5.4 Negation morpheme 

The negation morpheme po- 'NEG' can be prefixed to a verb, in which case it is written together with the 
verb. However, po- can also function as a noun phrase negative clitic. In this case, po- is in phrase initial 
position. There has been some discussion as to whether to write po- as a separate word, or together with 
the following word. The present decision is to write po- together with the following word. 

15) /pon•  koko/ <pona: koko> 'it's none of my business' 
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6. Observations 
We have been able to observe how functional the present orthography is from a variety of situations in 
which literates have been either reading or writing. 

6.1 Reading  

Reading in the vernacular is heard during church services, on our verandah when people read aloud either 
to themselves or to their friends, and during village checking of Scripture materials. In general, we have 
been surprised at the fluency with which many people read. Our main concern has been to follow how 
the changes made to the orthography affect the reader's fluency.  

As far as we can observe, it seems that the changes which have been made have helped to make reading 
easier. In particular, the decision to write compound verbs (Serial verbs type 2) as one long word seems 
to have been beneficial. These words (which often seem long to us) are now generally read with little 
hesitation, whereas before, when they were divided, the reader tended to stumble and be confused as to 
the meaning. 

Another problem has been the consonant clusters. As said above (3.2.2), our inclination had been to keep 
as many clusters as possible, but following the community preference, we began to break many of the 
clusters. Our observations of people reading have supported this community preference, (although it is 
now more difficult for us to read). 

In several areas our orthography underdifferentiates (stress, tone, nasalisation, o/• ). We are constantly 
observing whether this causes difficulties for the readers. From our observations, it would appear that the 
underdifferentiation does not pose a problem, and therefore it would seem unnecessary to introduce 
diacritics/new symbols as a standard feature of the orthography.  

6.2 Writing 

We have been able to observe people writing the vernacular at Writers' Workshops and at Discipleship 
training classes. We constantly observe our language helpers' use of the vernacular as they write down 
the translated Scriptures. Other community members transcribe stories from tapes and also send us 
handwritten notes/letters. 

From these observations, it appears there are two main areas of difficulty. The first is in the use of <a:> 
and <e>. As stated above (3.1.1), those more influenced by Gogodala have a tendency to overuse<a:>, 
while those influenced by English tend to underuse <a:>, in favour of <e>. This problem seems to be 
limited to the writing of the vernacular, as in the reading of the vernacular, <a:> and <e> do not cause 
difficulty. As literates have more practice in reading and writing, we hope that the confusion between 
these two graphemes would lessen. 

The other area in which we have observed inconsistency is in the writing of consonant clusters. Some 
writers break all clusters (as does the Gogodala), while others use clusters freely. This will probably be 
an ongoing problem, although we hope eventually to see more uniformity, as exposure to vernacular 
literature increases. 
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7. Dialect Situation 
Up until about 50 years ago, the entire Kamula population lived in close proximity to each other in bush 
camps near the present village of Samokopa. After that there was a split, with half of the group heading 
south to the present Wasapea area, and the other half staying in the northern area. Although the northern 
area is 90km distant from the southern area, the language has remained homogeneous, with no 
differences lexically, grammatically or phonologically. This has been shown from word lists (taken from 
both areas in 1991 and again in 1996), texts recorded in the different villages, and our observations. The 
people themselves perceive the language as hatlope 'one'. 
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8. Current Literacy Situation 
In the northern area of the language group, the Community School opened in 1980. Since then, the great 
majority of Kamula children have attended school, finishing at Grade 6. This means that today, people 
aged about 25 years and under have been to school and are literate to some extent. There seems to be 
very little difficulty for those who are literate in English to make the transfer to reading Kamula (or 
Gogodala).  

Practically all adults over the age of 25 are illiterate. The exceptions are 3 pastors and a handful of others 
who have attended school in the southern area. In the southern area, school facilities have been available 
much longer, although it seems that in the 70's, not many Kamula children attended school. Attendance 
became the norm only in the 80's. 

There are very few students who have attended High School. In the whole language group, there are 7 
Grade 10 leavers, three of whom have gone into further training: one is a teacher (at the Community 
School in the northern area) and the other two are pastors in the language area.  

The Gogodala people and their language have been very influential among the Kamula people. All the 
Kamula pastors have attended Bible School in Mapodo, where the language of instruction was Gogodala. 
The Gogodala New Testament was published in 1981. Nowadays, however, the influence of Gogodala 
seems to be declining. For example, the young literates now use the English Bible in preference to the 
Gogodala Scriptures, while at the Bible School in Mapodo, instruction is also offered in English. 
Significantly, there are no Gogodala pastors at present in the whole language area, the first time ever 
since the church started.  

As stated above, there are many similarities between the Gogodala and Kamula orthographies. This being 
so, literates are able to read English, Kamula and Gogodala. 

8.1 Adult literacy programme 

In 1992 and 1993 trial adult literacy classes were held in Keseki (in the northern area). The participants 
attended regularly and seemed to enjoy the experience. Due to our time constraints and our doubts about 
the method (Whole language approach, based on The Creation Story), classes were discontinued until 
very recently, despite interest being expressed both by those who attended the classes and other 
community members.  

However, a new series of primers has now been developed, using a more traditional approach. Adult 
literacy classes restarted in February 1997 and will continue throughout the year. At present, we are 
responsible for teaching the classes, but through a teacher apprentice system (already in place), we hope 
to eventually pass that responsibility to local men and women. Once the programme is running smoothly 
in Keseki, it is envisaged that classes will start in Samokopa and finally Wasapea. 

8.2 Vernacular component 

At the Community School in Keseki, past and present headmasters have encouraged the teaching of a 
vernacular component on a regular basis. Generally, the local pastor has been responsible for this. We 
have supplied copies of the booklets that we have produced, and this seems to be very welcome. The 
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present headmaster also requested copies of Mark's Gospel, for use in the school, and so we gave 20 
copies for that purpose. 

8.3 Interest in vernacular literacy 

Interest in literacy appears to be quite high. We have copies of various booklets on our verandah, which 
children and young adults enjoy reading, when they come to visit. Following the village checking of 
Mark's Gospel in Samokopa, a delegation of leaders came to us, requesting that adult literacy classes be 
started there. Acts was village checked in Wasapea, and again, interest in literacy classes was expressed. 
Writers' Workshops have been conducted in Keseki and Wasapea. These have been well attended and 
very successful. Following the publication of Mark's Gospel (which was quickly sold out), we have been 
encouraged to see it being read publicly in church and used as a basis for sermons.  

A series of Discipleship Training booklets are in use in the local churches. Pastors have requested that 
these be translated into the vernacular,  and so we have started to do that with our co-translators. 

8.4 Materials Produced 

The following is a list of all materials which have been produced in the vernacular. 

Scripture Materials 

1992 Kotiyamale Sitali Esemale (The Beginning Story, Gen 1:1- 2:4). Bauwe Susu, Hawo Kuru, 
I.&J. Routamaa. 50 copies. Shell Book, A5 landscape, 31 pages. Silkscreened 

1992 Yesu Hamale Esemale (Jesus' Birth Story). Hawo Kuru, Gupie Molo, Ewoko Dapuwe, 
I.&J. Routamaa. 50 copies. Shell Book, A5 landscape, 17 pages. Silkscreened. 

1993 Revision of Kotiyamale Sitali Esemale. 50 copies 

1993 Revision of Yesu Hamale Esemale. 50 copies. Printed in SIL printshop. 

1994 A:da:m mate Ib mate Esemale (Story of Adam and Eve). Nokopapi Molo, Miya Koiyale, 
I.&J. Routamaa. 50 copies. Shell Book, A5 landscape, 23 pages. Silksreened. 

1994 Yona (Jonah). Nokopapi Molo, Gupie Molo, Miya Koiyale, I.&J. Routamaa. 50 copies. 
Shell Book, A5 landscape, 35 pages. Silksreened. 

1996 Ka:dle Molo Atlale Yu Makata Ilimale (The Gospel of Mark).  Hawo Kuru, Nokopapi 
Molo, Miya Koiyale, I.&J. Routamaa. 100 copies. Half foolscap, 77 pages, 32 pictures, 1 
map. Printed in SIL Printshop. ISBN 9980 0 1607 8. 

1996 Yesu Keliso hamale (Birth of Jesus) Mathew 1:18 - 2:23. Hawo Kuru, Nokopapi Molo, 
I.&J. Routamaa. 80 copies. A5, 12 pages, 9 pictures.  Silkscreened. 

1996 1997 Kalenda (Calendar) I. & J. Routamaa. A5, 25 pages. Printed in SIL printshop. A 
calendar with photographs and Bible verses. 
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1997 Taiya dle So (Acts) Hawo Kulu, Nokopapi Molo, I.& J. Routamaa. 150 copies. A5, 122 
pages, 31 pictures, 6 maps, introduction and glossary. Printed in SIL Press. 
ISBN 9980 0 1849 6 

1997 Taiya dle so buka tle atlanatili yu, Sapta 1-13 (Questions on Acts covering chapters 1-13) 
Hawo Kulu, Nokopapi Molo, I.&J. Routamaa. 150 copies. A5, 28 pages. Printed in SIL 
Press. ISBN 9980 0 1954 9 

1997 Oplami Dupa (Heart of Man) Hawo Kuru, Nokopapi Molo and I.&J. Routamaa. 80 copies. 
A5, 34 pages. Printed in SIL Press. This is an evangelistic book presenting basic Christian 
doctrine. A course book for young literate adults. 

1997 1998 Kalenda (Calendar) I. & J. Routamaa. 120 copies. A5, 25 pages. Printed in SIL Press. 
A calendar with photographs and Bible verses. 

1998 Yekiyes koko esemale (The story of Zacchaeus) Hawo Kuru, Nokopapi Molo and I.&J. 
Routamaa. 40 copies. Shell book A6, 8 pages. Photocopied. 

1998 Yesuta kapala bobtalimale so ka:ka:dle (Jesus heals the lepers) Hawo Kuru, Nokopapi 
Molo and I.&J. Routamaa. 40 copies. Shell book A6, 8 pages. Photocopied. 

1998 Sande Sukulu Buka, Taiya Dle So (Sunday school book, based on Acts) Hawo Kuru, 
Nokopapi Molo and I.&J. Routamaa. 80 copies. A5, 33 pages Printed in SIL Press. ISBN 
9980-0-2022-9 

1998 Sande Sukulu Buka, Maka (Sunday school book, based on the gospel of Mark) Hawo 
Kuru, Nokopapi Molo and I.&J. Routamaa. 90 copies. A5, 33 pages. Silkscreened in the 
village 

1998 1999 Kalenda (Calendar). I&J. Routamaa. 100 copies. A5, 25 pages. Printed in SIL Press. 
A calendar with photographs and Bible verses. 

1999 Sande Sukulu Buka, Luk (Sunday school book, based on the gospel of Luke), Nokopapi 
Molo, I.&J. Routamaa. 100 copies. A5, 32 pages. Silkscreened in village 

1999 2000 Kalenda (Calendar). I&J. Routamaa, Illustration by Bape Wawade. 100 copies. A5, 
25 pages. Silkscreened in village. 

1999 Amko teta:le sota God yu malamolowe buka 1 (Discipleship book for young people). 
Hawo Kuru, Ewoko Dapuwe, I&J. Routamaa. 100 copies. A5, 22 pages. Silkscreened in 
village. 

2000 Galasiya, Pilipi, 1&2 Tesalonika, Yeims, 1&2&3 Yon. (The Epistles of Galatians, 
Philippians, 1&2 Thessalonians, James, 1&2&3 John.) 100 copies. A5, 93 pages. Printed in 
SIL Press, ISBN 9980-0-2305-8 

2000 Galasiya, Pilipi, 1&2 Tesalonika Buka tle Atlanatili yu (Study book on Galatians, 
Philippians, 1&2 Thessalonians) 100 copies. A5, 34 pages. Printed in SIL Press,  
ISBN 9980-0-2305-8 

2000 Yeims, 1 Yon Buka tle Atlanatili yu (Study book on James and 1 John). 100 copies. A5, 
26 pages. Printed in SIL Press, ISBN 9980-0-2307-4 
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2000 Amko teta:le sota God yu malamolowe buka 2 (Discipleship book 2 for young people). 
Hawo Kuru, Ewoko Dapuwe, Nokopapi Molo, I.&J. Routamaa. 100 copies. A5, 24 pages. 
Silkscreened in village. 

2000 Kalenda 2001. (Calendar). I&J. Routamaa. 100 copies. A5, 24 pages. Printed in SIL Press. 
A calendar with photographs and Bible verses. 

2000 Yesu Keliso Hamale, Luk 1:5 –2:21. (The Christmas story). 80 copies. A5, 16 pages. 
Silkscreened in village. 

2000 Sande Sukulu Buka, Geneses Sapta 1 –22. Sunday School Book, based on Geneses ch. 1–
22.) 120 copies. A5, 25 pages. Silkscreened in village. 

2003 Ma:tiyu 26 – 28, Easter story, Taken from the Gospel of Matthew. 100 copies. A5, 16 
pages. Printed in Ukarumpa. 

2003 Kalenda 2004  100 copies. A5, 24 pages. Printed in SIL Press. A calendar with photographs 
and Bible verses 

2004 Kalenda 2005  300 copies. A5 28 pages. Printed in SIL Press. A calendar with photographs 
and Bible verses 

2004 Yesuta maseyemalata alikili dla haodle koko tle wayu atlale. The Parable of the Prodical 
Son. 140 copies. A6, 8 pages. Printed in Ukarumpa. 

2005 Kalenda 2006  160 copies. A5 28 pages. Printed in SIL Press. A calendar with photographs 
and Bible verses 

2005 Yeims Buka, Bible study on James. 150 copies. A5 12 pages. Printed in Ukarumpa. 

2006 Kalenda 2007  160 copies. A5 28 pages. Printed in SIL Press. A calendar with photographs 
and Bible verses 

2006 1 Timoti Buka tle Atlanatili Yu. Bible study on 1 Timothy. 150 copies. A5, 12 pages. 
Printed in Ukarumpa. 

2007 Kalenda 2008  160 copies. A5 28 pages. Printed in SIL Press. A calendar with photographs 
and Bible verses 

2007 Yu Sota ha:ha:le koko, How the Jews lived  50 copies, A5 38 pages. Printed in Ukarumpa. 
Bible knowledge/background 

2007 Yesuta wa yu imale. Bible study on the Parables of Jesus. 150 copies, A5, 16 pages. 
Printed in Ukarumpa. 

Non-Scripture materials 

1993 Kwaka Mati Pato (Big mouth Frog). Hawo Kuru, I.&J. Routamaa. 50 copies. Shell Book, 
A6 landscape, 29 pages. Silkscreened. 

1993 Payama mate Esemala mate Esemale (The Dog and Cuscus). Miya Koiyale, I.&J. 
Routamaa. 50 copies. Shell Book, A5, 16 pages. Silkscreened. 
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1993 Kamula Yu E Esemale (Kamula traditional stories). Writers' Workshop, various authors, 
Keseki village. 50 copies. Off cut size, 32 pages. Silksreened, hand cut stencils. 

1993 Workbook based on the revised edition of Kotiyamale Sitale Esemale. I.&J. Routamaa. 35 
copies. A5 landscape, 16 pages. Silkscreened. Word recognition and writing practice. 

1995 Toto E Esemale (Traditional Stories). Authors: Miya Koiyale, Apaiye Kawo, Ati 
Misikepie, Dekapowe Waliti, Bakadie Apaiye. Edited by Hawo Kuru, Nokopapi Molo, 
I.&J. Routamaa. Illustrations: Boe Kaula, Napie Dekopowe, Gupi Sasae, Dote Akiyame, 
Kandie Weyamo, Hawo Kuru. 50 copies. A5, 23 pages. Silkscreened. 

1996 Anta koa olloduwa? (Who sank the boat?) Hawo Kuru, Nokopapi Molo, I.&J. Routamaa. 
40 copies. Shell Book, A6 landscape, 25 pages. Silkscreened. 

1996 Asupumale Esemale (Funny stories). Writers' workshop, various authors, Keseki village. 
40 copies. A5, 39 pages. Silksreened, hand cut stencils. 

1996 Utla:la Sekeya (The night eagle). Writers' workshop, various authors, Wasapea village. 35 
copies. A5, 33 pages. Silksreened, hand cut stencils. 

1996 God yu ka:yapa Kamula mo dla puwale kokoye Dekopoweta esemale (How God's Word 
first came to Kamula land, as told by Dekopowe). Edited by Hawo Kuru, Nokopapi Molo 
and I.&J. Routamaa. 35 copies. A5, 16 pages.  Photocopied from laser printed masterpages. 

1998 Aliya pato Wawi (The big pig Wawi) Hawo Kuru, Nokopapi Molo and I.&J. Routamaa. 40 
copies. Shell book A5, 9 pages. Photocopied. 

1998 Wa: hete na: watle halopine (Give me your legs) Hawo Kuru, Nokopapi Molo and I.&J. 
Routamaa. 40 copies. Shell book A5, 12 pages. Photocopied. 

1998 Bla:po ya:mkale anata:? (Who is bat's friend) Hawo Kuru, Nokopapi Molo and I.&J. 
Routamaa. 40 copies. Shell book A5, 9 pages. Photocopied. 

1998 Kwaka mati pato (The big mouth frog) Revised edition. Hawo Kuru, Nokopapi Molo and 
I.&J. Routamaa. 40 copies. Shell book A6, 14 pages. Photocopied. Second revised edition. 

1998 Anta na: gadepa:? (Who will help me?) Hawo Kuru, Nokopapi Molo and I.&J. Routamaa. 
60 copies. Shell book A6, 11 pages. Phocopied. 

1998 Utula:la toso mate sela:le (Walking with a torch in the evening) Hawo Kuru, Nokopapi 
Molo and I.&J. Routamaa. 60 copies. Shell book A6, 8 pages. Phocopied. 

1998 Sipalata dlowe alisisi solotamaleye apata:? (Crocodile's favourite foods) Hawo Kuru, 
Nokopapi Molo and I.&J. Routamaa. 60 copies. Shell book A6, 8 pages. Phocopied. 

2000 Annual District Conference Minutes in Kamula language. Hawo Kuru. 6 pages, A4. 40 
Copies. Computer printout, photocopied 

2001 Ilama Buka (Reptile Book). Written by Kiwo Solodalapi, Illustrated by Bape Wawade. 
Edited by I. & J. Routamaa. 100 copies. A5, 28 pages. Printed in SIL Press. ISBN 
9988-0-2546-8 
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2002 God yu ka:yapa Kamula mo dla puale kokoye Dekopoweta esemale (How God's Word 
first came to Kamula land, as told by Dekopowe). Revised edition. 40 copies. A5, 12 pages.  
Printed in Ukarumpa. (First edition 1996) Literacy/History. 

2007 Tea Buka, Bird Book. 80 copies. A5, 20 pages. Printed in Ukarumpa. Literacy/Science. 

2007 Bita:li Buka , Insect Book. 80 copies. A6, 16 pages. Printed in Ukarumpa. Literacy/Science. 

Health Books 

2002 Suta ya: ei mate tlaka tle stowa alisisi hala tale (Car accident) 

2002 Opa dla esiyele hapilalo momokama (Flies carry disease) 

2002 A:pe ka:pi omhallowe koko (Caring for your teeth) 

2002 Owayemala woloma ka:pi omhallowe koko (Caring for a Baby) 

2002 Sadlalo (Coughs and Colds) 

2002 Esiyeleta pulala depame wua: alisisi woloma omha:ha:lowe koko (Preventing Typhoid 
Fever) 

2002 Sase esiyele (A sickness called malaria) 

2003 Maliwana, Yamele namile (Marijuana) by Ted Hilper, D. Hays. 50 copies. A5, 8 pages. 
Printed in Ukarumpa 

2003 Aids esiye koko (AIDS) Shell book. 100 copies, A5, 8 pages. Printed in Ukarumpa. There 
have been revisions and three reprints of the AIDS book. 

Primers and alphabet books 

1996 Nono (Nono is a boy's name). I.&J. Routamaa, Mary Peterson and Linda Potter. 
Illustrations: Roger Apaiye, Napie Dekapowe, Sokopie Talie. 30 copies. A5, 28 pages. 
Silkscreened. This is the first book in a series of four adult primers. Accompanied by 
teachers guide. 

1997 Nono ya: a (Nono's father). I.&J. Routamaa, Mary Peterson and Linda Potter. Illustrations: 
Timesi Sesae, Bape Wawade. 40 copies. A5, 30 pages. Printed in SIL printshop. ISBN 9980 
0 1794 5. This is the second book in the series of four adult primers. 

1997 Nono ya: a mate ya: wai mate (Nono's father and mother) I.&J. Routamaa, Mary Peterson 
and Linda Potter. Illustrations: Sokopie Talie, Napie Dekopowe, Hawo Kulu. 35 copies. A5, 
36 pages. Printed in SIL printshop. This is the third book in the series of four adult primers. 

1997 Nono ya: nana (Nono's big sister) I.&J. Routamaa, Mary Peterson and Linda Potter. 
Illustrations: Timesi Sesae, Sokopie Talie, Polowapi Dekopowe, Bape Wawade. 35 copies. 
A5, 40 pages. Printed in SIL printshop. ISBN 9980 0 1997 6. This is the fourth book in the 
series of four adult primers. 

1997 Hi buka (Name book) I. Routamaa, Hawo Kulu. Illustrations: Bape Wawade. 70 copies. 
A5, 20 pages. Silkscreened. This is an abc-book connected with the four primers. 
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1998 Reprints of the revisions of Nono, Nono ya: a, Nono ya: a mate ya: wai mate, Nono ya: 
nana. 100 copies each 

2000 – 2008  Several reprints of the Nono series 

Big books 

1998-2000 All the elementary prepschool titles produced, 3 copies each. A3 
Are you my Mother? 
Big Mouth Frog 
Crocodile Daydreams 
Let’s Play 
Who Sank the Boat? 
Who Will Help Me? 
I Shone the Torch 
Srong Pig Pugi 
You Belong in the Water 
You Must Be My Friend 
If I were a Big Dog 
If I were a Mother Cat 
If I were a Bird 
If I were a Big Fish 
If I were a Butterfly 
If I were a Mother Pig 
If I were a Rooster 
Whose Friend is He? 

2000 Nono. 4 copies. A2 

2001 Ilama Buka (Reptile Book). 3 copies. A3 

2001 Nono ya: a (Nono’s father) 4 copies. A2 

2005 Nono ya: a mate ya: wai mate (Nono’s father and mother) 4 copies A2 

2005 Nono ya: nana (Nono’s sister) 4 copies A2 

2006 God yu ipi sesa:lowa. Yeneses 1-22. Let's read God's Word, Genesis 1-22. 6 copies, A3 

2006 God yu ipi sesa:lowa. Yeneses, Ekesedes. Let's read God's Word, Genesis, Exodus. 6 
copies, A3 

2006 God yu ipi sesa:lowa. Da:niyo, Yona, 2 Dokopala So. Let's read God's Word, Daniel, 
Jonah, 2nd Kings. 6 copies, A3 

2006 God yu ipi sesa:lowa. Ma:tiyu, Maka. Let's read God's Word, Mathew, Mark. 6 copies, 
A3 

2006 God yu ipi sesa:lowa. Luk, Yon. Let's read God's Word, Luke, John. 6 copies, A3 

2006 God yu ipi sesa:lowa. Taiya dle So. Let's read God's Word, Acts. 6 copies, A3 

 




